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Section A. Introduction 1 
 2 
This section provides context on the purpose of the DATA SHARING COALITION and this 3 
document, as well as information on how to interpret this document. 4 

1 Reading guide 5 

1.1 About this document 6 
This document is the HARMONISATION CANVAS, which presents the findings of an initial 7 
exploration of topics related to enable data sharing across domains. This exploration was 8 
conducted as a collaborative effort by participants of the DATA SHARING COALITION (DSC). 9 
The main purpose of the HARMONISATION CANVAS is to provide the basis for the 10 
development of the future CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK. See chapter 2.2 for more 11 
details. 12 
 13 

1.2 Intended audience 14 
People and organisations that are a stakeholder in the development of the future TRUST 15 
FRAMEWORK are the main audience of this document. 16 
 17 
However, as a standalone document, the HARMONISATION CANVAS can also provide 18 
interesting insights for:  19 

• Participants of and people interested in the DATA SHARING COALITION in general 20 
• People interested in what is required to facilitate (cross-sectoral) data sharing 21 
• DATA SHARING DOMAINS that want to learn how to become interoperable with other 22 

DATA SHARING DOMAINS 23 
 24 

1.3 Typography 25 
From this paragraph onwards, the typography in this document follows the following 26 
rules: 27 

• Regular text appears like this 28 
• DEFINED TERMS FROM THE GLOSSARY APPEAR LIKE THIS 29 
• References to other documents appear like this 30 

Additional context given to content written in the document appears like this 31 

Boxes: are used to give examples and extension on certain content 32 
  33 
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1.4 Glossary 34 
Table 1: Glossary 35 

Glossary item Definition 

OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 

POLICIES that are assessed and enforced after the 
establishment of a DATA SERVICE AGREEMENT, on what 
must be carried out after a data service is approved. 
Advice is similar to obligation with the difference that 
enforcement of the advice is not mandatory 

ACCESS CONTROL RULES 
POLICIES that are assessed and enforced prior to the 
establishment of a DATA SERVICE AGREEMENT, which 
regulate how DATA SERVICES can be accessed 

AUTHENTICATION 
The process where the validity of a claimed identity is 
verified  

AUTHORISATION 
The permissions or rights of an actor (humans, 
machines, proxies, etc.) to perform an action 

DATA SERVICE 

Any service offered by a DATA SERVICE PROVIDER aimed 
at exchanging or processing data (for example, this 
includes basic data services such as data pull, data 
push, bringing an algorithm to the data as well as 
complex use cases based on combinations of these 
basic types) 

DATA SERVICE CONSUMER 
The actor that makes use of a DATA SERVICE offered by 
the DATA SERVICE PROVIDER 

DATA SERVICE PROVIDER 
The actor that offers a DATA SERVICE to the DATA 

SERVICE CONSUMER 

DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION 

AGREEMENT 

The agreement (handshake) between a DATA SERVICE 

CONSUMER and DATA SERVICE PROVIDER to enable trust 
and accept the terms on which the DATA SERVICE 
transaction can take place 

DATA SHARING 
The act of exchanging data through a DATA SERVICE 
transaction between a DATA SERVICE PROVIDER and a 
DATA SERVICE CONSUMER 

DATA SHARING COALITION 

(DSC) 
A collaborative initiative that aims to enable 
organisations to easily share data across Domains 

DATA SHARING INITIATIVE 
Organisation that enables DATA SHARING in a certain 
DOMAIN by providing a coherent set of specifications 
and requirements and by providing supervision 

DELEGATION 
The provision of explicit rights (to perform an action) to 
a third party 

DOMAIN 
Flexibly defined as any number organisations 
collaboratively working together to share data to 
achieve a shared purpose 
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Glossary item Definition 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 
A principle that gives direction in the decision-making 
process of establishing and maintaining the content of 
the HARMONISATION CANVAS 

HARMONISATION 
Establishing common agreements, standards and 
requirements between actors to enable DATA SHARING 
between them 

HARMONISATION CANVAS This document 

HARMONISATION DOMAIN Network of PROXIES 

IDENTIFICATION 
The process of claiming an identity by a subject or the 
process of attributing/issuing an identity to a subject 
by an authority 

IMPLIED REGULATION AND 

AGREEMENTS 

Regulation and agreements that hold, but that is not 
explicitly stated in documentation such as agreement 
documentation and metadata  

INFORMATION SECURITY 
Mitigating risks of threat events through the 
implementation of technical or organisational 
information security measures 

INITIATIVE Synonym for DATA SHARING INITIATIVE 

INTEROPERABILITY 

The ability of systems of different actors, adhering to 
different standards and agreements, to exchange data 
in a meaningful way that is mutually understandable 
and satisfactory 

POLICIES 

Define rules for access to and usage of DATA SERVICES, 
can be split into ACCESS CONTROL RULES and OBLIGATION 

AND ADVICE. TERMS AND CONDITIONS are formalised into 
Policies 

PROXY MODEL 

Solution for multilateral INTEROPERABILITY across 
DOMAINS where different DATA SHARING DOMAINS 
implement PROXIES. The DSC will initially use this model 
for implementation of the Cross-DOMAIN Trust 
Framework 

PROXY 

A module that translates between specifications and 
requirements from a data sharing DOMAIN and 
Harmonised specifications and requirements (and vice 
versa) in order to achieve INTEROPERABILITY and trust 
across DOMAINS 

SCHEME Synonym for TRUST FRAMEWORK 
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Glossary item Definition 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
Define the concepts as well as the duties and rights, the 
powers and liabilities that apply to the actors engaged 
in DATA SERVICE TRANSACTIONS 

TRUST 

A situation between actors where (perceived) risks are 
sufficiently reduced in order to enable data sharing. The 
amount of risk deemed as acceptably low is determined 
by each actor themselves and therefore varies between 
actors 

TRUST FRAMEWORK 

Enables many-to-many data sharing though business, 
legal, operational, functional and technical agreements, 
tools and processes which facilitate cross domain data 
sharing  

  36 
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2 Context 37 

2.1 About the DSC 38 
The DATA SHARING COALITION (DSC) is an open and growing, international initiative in 39 
which a large variety of organisations collaborate to unlock the value of CROSS-DOMAIN 40 
data sharing. The DSC aims to drive CROSS-DOMAIN DATA SHARING, by enabling 41 
INTEROPERABILITY between DOMAINS, thereby strengthening each DOMAIN. 42 
 43 
The coalition started in January 2020 and is facilitated by the Dutch Ministry of Economic 44 
Affairs and Climate policy. The expected lifespan of the project phase of the coalition is 45 
until 2025. By 2025, the DATA SHARING COALITION is expected to have transferred its 46 
activities to an entity that operates and governs any future frameworks and facilities 47 
developed by the DSC. The first and current phase of the DATA SHARING COALITION is a 48 
feasibility study into the HARMONISATION potential to enable CROSS-DOMAIN DATA SHARING. 49 
For more information on the DATA SHARING COALITION, visit: www.datasharingcoalition.eu 50 
 51 

2.2 About the Harmonisation Canvas 52 
The HARMONISATION CANVAS, this document, provides the foundation for the future Cross-53 
Domain Trust Framework and is the main deliverable of the first phase of the DATA 54 
SHARING COALITION that will run until Q2 2021. This is part of the feasibility study 55 
researching the potential for CROSS-DOMAIN DATA SHARING.  56 
 57 
The main goal of the HARMONISATION CANVAS is to serve as a first steppingstone for the 58 
further research into and development of common agreements between DOMAINS. The 59 
statements and findings presented in this document will provide guidance for future work 60 
of the DSC, but do not yet represent any binding agreements or requirements for future 61 
frameworks or other deliverables of the DSC. Further, due to the document’s goals, the 62 
HARMONISATION CANVAS aims to give an indication of topics and their implication but does 63 
not aim to be exhaustive or to complete the detailing of these topics. 64 
 65 
The HARMONISATION CANVAS captures the results of a collaborative exploration of what 66 
type of common agreements are required to achieve INTEROPERABILITY across DOMAINS. 67 
This includes determining the topics that require common agreements to achieve 68 
interoperability, the extent to which agreements are necessary for these topics and the 69 
gathering of best practices with regard to these future agreements.  70 
 71 
The content of the HARMONISATION CANVAS is a product of several activities of 72 
(participants of) the DATA SHARING COALITION. There are three main sources of input: Use 73 
cases, analysis of existing DATA SHARING INITIATIVES and expert input. All three sources of 74 
input are combined and discussed in the Expert Group of the DATA SHARING COALITION. 75 
This varied group of experts from different participants of the DSC meets regularly to 76 
discuss the contents of the HARMONISATION CANVAS. Together, through extensive 77 
discussions, collaborative research and knowledge sharing, they deliver input on what 78 
should be included in the HARMONISATION CANVAS. The three sources of input are: 79 
 80 
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• Use cases: The DATA SHARING COALITION supports the realisation of five cross-81 
sectoral use cases of DATA SHARING 1. In these use cases, the aim is to realise 82 
INTEROPERABILITY across DOMAINS in a specific context. This provides practical 83 
insights into requirements for HARMONISATION across DOMAINS. Although 84 
INTEROPERABILITY requirements might be use case specific, the learnings from this 85 
use case will be generalised to fit a more generic context, before being included in 86 
the HARMONISATION CANVAS. 87 
 88 

• Expert input: For each topic, experts that are delegated by DSC participants 89 
provide input on their view of what is helpful to include in the Harmonisation 90 
Canvas. This can range from a recommendation of a certain market standard to 91 
input on the scope of future agreements or input for defining common concepts. 92 
See Table 6 for an overview of the experts who contributed to this document. 93 

 94 
• Analysis of existing DATA SHARING INITIATIVES: The DSC project team analyses how 95 

DATA SHARING INITIATIVES that are participating in the DSC are designed in relation 96 
to certain topics (e.g. requirements on identity proofing, standards used for 97 
metadata, etc.). This provides insights into the setup of different DATA SHARING 98 
INITIATIVES and therefore what is required for INTEROPERABILITY between these 99 
DATA SHARING INITIATIVES and DOMAINS in general. 100 

 101 

2.3 Related documents 102 
This HARMONISATION CANVAS is related to a number of other documents within the DATA 103 
SHARING COALITION. Figure 1 shows these relationships, and Table 2 gives an overview of 104 
the other documents and their status. The HARMONISATION CANVAS will provide input for 105 
two future documents, the DATA SHARING COALITION Blueprint and the CROSS-DOMAIN 106 
TRUST FRAMEWORK. 107 

 108 
Figure 1: Relationship of the Harmonisation Canvas with other documents 109 

 110 
 

1 https://datasharingcoalition.eu/use-cases/ 
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Table 2: Overview of documents related to the Harmonisation Canvas 111 

Document Description Status 

DATA SHARING 

COALITION 
Blueprint 

An overview of elements of DATA SHARING 

INITIATIVES, corresponding best practices and 
insights from the HARMONISATION CANVAS. This 
will inform, inspire and accelerate new and 
existing DOMAINS and support them in 
becoming INTEROPERABLE 

To be included 
in the first 
phase of the 
DSC, to be 
completed by 
Q2 2021 

(Cross-Domain) 
Trust Framework 

A document that captures all HARMONISATION 
agreements in the DATA SHARING COALITION. 
This set of agreements is to be implemented 
by DOMAINS in order to achieve 
INTEROPERABILITY across DOMAINS 

To be developed 
in the next 
phase of the 
DSC (after Q2 
2021) 

 112 

2.4 About the future Cross-Domain Trust Framework 113 
In order to enable INTEROPERABILITY between DOMAINS, the DATA SHARING COALITION will 114 
develop common, multilateral agreements on a wide range of relevant topics (e.g. digital 115 
identities, legal context, metadata, etc.). DOMAINS which implement and adhere to these 116 
multilateral agreements become INTEROPERABLE with each other. This enables DOMAINS to 117 
facilitate their participants in sharing data with minimal efforts with actors from other 118 
DOMAINS that have also agreed to adhere to these multilateral agreements. 119 
 120 
The common agreements that will be made by the DATA SHARING COALITION will be 121 
captured in one comprehensive document, the future Cross-Domain Trust Framework. 122 
The document will specify agreements and requirements that DOMAINS should adhere to, 123 
divided across five disciplines: Business, Legal, Operational, Functional and Technical 124 
(BLOFT), see Box 1 for an overview of the BLOFT model and included topics. An indicative 125 
overview of the contents and structure of the future Cross-Domain Trust Framework can 126 
be found in Figure 2. 127 
 128 
Note: More detail on the expected contents of the future Cross-Domain Trust 129 
Framework will be included at a later stage, as the development of the Harmonisation 130 
Canvas will provide more insights into this 131 
 132 
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  133 
Figure 2: Preliminary content and structure of the future Cross-Domain Trust Framework 134 

 135 
 136 

Box 1: Complete BLOFT Framework 137 
The BLOFT model has been developed based on experience in the creation of trust 138 
frameworks in the past. It contains an extensive list of topics that together form a 139 
starting point to create a blueprint for a trust framework. See Figure 3 for a high-level 140 
overview of the topics included within the model. 141 

 142 

 143 
At first glance, this model gives a comprehensive overview. In practice, the separation 144 
of topics and elements is not as clear as indicated as there is overlap between topics 145 
and topics can be discussed from different perspectives. Therefore, this extensive 146 
BLOFT model is used as a starting point to ensure diverse topics are discussed within 147 
this phase of the Data Sharing Coalition, but deviations may be implemented as needed. 148 

Figure 3: Overview of topics in the BLOFT model 
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 149 

2.5 Next steps 150 
In the next phase of the DATA SHARING COALITION, this HARMONISATION CANVAS will act as 151 
input for the development of the CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK. This development 152 
process will require an iterative, collaborative approach with a wide range of stakeholders 153 
involved. In the future process of co-creating the CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK, the 154 
common concepts and best practices from this HARMONISATION CANVAS will be used as 155 
input and will be detailed further into concrete standards and requirements. 156 
 157 
The exact timelines and approach of these next steps will be determined in the run up to 158 
the next phase of the DATA SHARING COALITION, which is expected to start in Q3 of 2021. 159 
  160 
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3 Guiding principles 161 
A number of principles will be used to guide the creation of the HARMONISATION CANVAS 162 
and future CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK. They provide a basis for decision-making; 163 
however, the GUIDING PRINCIPLES are no absolute truth or hard requirements but need to 164 
be considered in the context of each decision. In no particular order, the following five 165 
principles have been identified: 166 

• Future proof 167 
• Trustworthy 168 
• Inclusive 169 
• As generic as possible, as specific as needed 170 
• Cost-efficient 171 

 172 

3.1 Future proof 173 
Statement 174 
The CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK should be future proof and therefore extensible and 175 
non-static. 176 
 177 
Rationale 178 
A future proof design entails a TRUST FRAMEWORK which supports different 179 
implementations and is, to some extent, able to cater for changes in technology, user 180 
behaviour, regulation and for a growing number of DATA SERVICE transactions. An 181 
adaptive, extensible and non-static design enables scalability of the TRUST FRAMEWORK. 182 
 183 
Objectives 184 

1. Create a cooperative DOMAIN that allows participants to innovate their services. 185 
2. Support scalable and fully INTEROPERABLE participant implementation. 186 

 187 

3.2 Trustworthy 188 
Statement 189 
The TRUST FRAMEWORK should be designed and maintained in a way that establishes trust 190 
for all participants and organisations, fitting the transaction context. 191 
 192 
Rationale 193 
Trust is required on all levels of the Trust Framework in order to achieve wide-reaching 194 
adoption. Trust is required across DOMAINS and on a transactional level in order to 195 
facilitate CROSS-DOMAIN DATA SERVICE transactions. 196 
 197 
Objectives 198 

1. Enable TRUST between actors within the future cross-DOMAIN network through 199 
compliance with the TRUST FRAMEWORK. This facilitates a basic reduction of risks 200 
between participants to enable a basic level of TRUST. 201 

2. Ensure that data is used for authorised purposes only, as controlled by the data 202 
owner. 203 

3. Define levels of trust dependent on a transaction context to perform a transaction.  204 
4. Facilitate the use of required data security and privacy mechanisms. 205 
5. Be transparent towards participants and related organisations. 206 
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6. Be transparent in process and dispute resolution. 207 
7. Install measures/sanctions against participants and related organisations 208 

violating trust. 209 
 210 

3.3 Inclusive 211 
Statement 212 
The CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK should be generic, usable and feasible to all 213 
organisations or DOMAINS, regardless of sector and DATA SHARING context. 214 
 215 
Rationale 216 
Inclusivity is fundamental to enabling solution independent DATA SHARING across DOMAINS 217 
and organisations. It ensures diversity by providing a level playing field and comparable 218 
opportunities for incomparable organisations. Inclusivity leads to collaborative 219 
advantages across all DOMAINS. 220 
 221 
Objectives 222 

1. Neutrality by ensuring a non-discriminatory approach and policies towards all 223 
organisations, users and contexts. 224 

2. Cater for different levels of maturity of DOMAINS and their participants. 225 
3. Create a level playing field for participants. 226 

 227 

3.4 As generic as possible, as specific as needed 228 
Statement 229 
The CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK rules should be as generic as possible and as 230 
specific as needed, taking into account different transaction contexts. 231 
 232 
Rationale 233 
This principle is needed to keep the TRUST FRAMEWORK as lightweight as possible in order 234 
to drive adoption. It ensures that participants are not held back by restricting agreements 235 
in order to keep implementation costs low. Furthermore, it ensures a broad reach 236 
amongst sectors and types of organisations. 237 
 238 
Objectives 239 

1. Maximise the competitive DOMAIN by minimising the collaborative DOMAIN 240 
requirements. 241 

2. Keep the TRUST FRAMEWORK as lightweight as possible. 242 
3. Minimise risk of over-engineering. 243 
4. Ensure solutions are generic to enable as many use cases as possible. 244 

 245 

3.5 Cost-efficient 246 
Statement 247 
The CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK should be cost-efficient. 248 
 249 
Rationale 250 
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Controlling costs is essential in a collaborative DOMAIN as it enables a fast and effective 251 
development. It lowers the threshold for organisations to participate and enables long-252 
term sustainable participation. 253 
 254 
Objectives 255 

1. Enable cost savings by participants, for example, in terms of value or effort. 256 
2. Use proven and open standards where possible. 257 
3. Learn from (inter)national best practices. 258 
4. Ensure a transparent cost and benefit structure. 259 
5. Minimise cost of entrance and impact of implementation. 260 
6. Strive for the lowest possible impact for participants when changes occur in the 261 

future.  262 
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4 Interoperability and harmonisation 263 
 264 
This section presents the Coalition’s initial views on the topics of the common 265 
agreements in the future Cross-Domain TRUST FRAMEWORK and how they could be 266 
implemented in order to achieve INTEROPERABILITY across DOMAINS. It is useful to have a 267 
preliminary idea of what the final interoperability model will look like so that topics and 268 
concepts can be discussed specifically within a practical context to avoid deeply 269 
theoretical discussions. The exact manifestation and functionality of this model will be 270 
detailed in the future TRUST FRAMEWORK 271 
 272 

4.1 Data sharing 273 
DATA SHARING is the act of exchanging data through a DATA SERVICE between a DATA 274 
SERVICE PROVIDER and a DATA SERVICE CONSUMER. DATA SERVICES exist in a variety of 275 
different forms. See Table 3 for a non-exhaustive overview of the basic data service 276 
types.  These basic data services can be combined to realise more complex use cases.  277 
For example, a single use case can include multiple data pull services to combine data 278 
from a number of different sources. Note that data sharing through these data services 279 
can be considered as a transactional data sharing model. Therefore, the act of performing 280 
these data services can be called a DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION. The alternative of a data 281 
publication model, where data should be available at all times for access by a DATA 282 
SERVICE CONSUMER, can be captured within this model as a data pull transaction. 283 
 284 
Table 3: A non-exhaustive overview of data service types 285 

Data Service Description 

DATA PULL 
The data service consumer acquires data from the data service 
provider so that the consumer can make use of the data 

Data Push 
The data service consumer pushes their data to a data service 
provider so that the provider can make use of the data 

Algorithm Pull / 
Data visiting 

The data service consumer requests an algorithm from the data 
service provider to be sent so that it can process data. The data 
service consumer remains in control of the data at all times 

Algorithm Push / 
Data visiting 

The data service consumer pushes an algorithm to a data service 
provider so that the algorithm can process the data. The data 
service provider remains in control of the data at all times 

 286 
 287 
 288 
Table 4 presents some concrete examples of how DATA SHARING is done/can be done in 289 
different DOMAINS and explicitly describes who has the roles of DATA SERVICE CONSUMER 290 
and DATA SERVICE PROVIDER. 291 
 292 
 293 
 294 
 295 
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Table 4: Data sharing examples 296 

Use case Data 

service 

type 

Data service 

consumer 

Data service 

provider 

Tax 

administration 

Accountants can push their client’s 

income, VAT and profit tax data 

towards the tax authority such that the 

tax authorities, in the role of data 

service provider, can process tax 

returns automatically. The accountants 

push the data to the tax authority 

Data Push Accountants Tax authority 

Green Loans A house owner wants to share data 

from his smart energy meter with his 

loan advisor and prospect loan provider 

so that he can obtain a loan for energy 

saving measures (e.g. solar panels). The 

loan advisor pulls the data from smart 

meter. 

Data Pull Intermediary 

(loan advisor) 

DSO  

(Distribution 

System 

Operator) 

Sharing 

shipment data 

for improved 

risk 

management 

A transport carrier in the logistics 

sector wants to share actual 

consignment data using the e-CMR 

(digital waybill) with an insurer so that 

the claim handling process runs as 

smoothly as possible and the insurer is 

able to assess risk more accurately. The 

Insurer pulls the data from the e-CMR 

Data Pull Insurer e-CMR2 

(digital 

waybill) 

provider 

Virus Outbreak 

Data Network 

(VODAN) 

A researcher in the health domain 

wants to analyse data owned by other 

research institutions to discover 

patterns in the current COVID-19 

pandemic and potential future 

epidemics. The researcher pushes the 

algorithm to the data repository owned 

by a research institution 

Algorithm 

Push 

Researcher Research 

institution 

 297 

4.1.1 Data Service Transaction 298 
 299 
As part of each DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION between a DATA SERVICE CONSUMER and a DATA 300 
SERVICE PROVIDER, an AGREEMENT between the parties must be established, see Figure 4 301 
(See Appendix 8.1 for the steps to reach a DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT). This 302 
DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT is specific to the transaction context and can be 303 
considered a handshake between the actors to confirm trust and the mutual acceptance 304 

 
2 e-CMR stands for e-“Convention relative au Contrat de Transport International de 
Marchandises par Route” 
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of the specific TERMS AND CONDITIONS under which the DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION takes 305 
place. In addition to the characteristics of the DATA SERVICE itself, many topics are 306 
relevant for the DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT including, but not limited to: 307 
Identification, Authentication & Authorisation, Terms and Conditions, legal context, and 308 
security aspects. See Section B: Harmonisation topics, for further details about each 309 
topic. Coming to an agreement regarding this wide variety of topics is a complex and 310 
time-consuming process between organisations.  311 
 312 

 313 
Figure 4: Overview of a Data service, including the DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT 314 

4.2 Interoperability and Harmonisation 315 
Whenever organisations collaborate, they can make agreements with each other as they 316 
see fit to facilitate this collaboration. Within the context of the Data Sharing Coalition, a 317 
DOMAIN is flexibly defined as any number of organisations collaboratively working 318 
together to share data to achieve a shared purpose. Examples include, but are not limited 319 
to: 320 

• An initiative (e.g. a scheme or platform) which facilitates data sharing between 321 
100+ participant organisations, 322 

• Organisations which share data due to legal requirements, (e.g. sharing financial 323 
data under PSD2) 324 

• A small number of organisations which bilaterally share data with each other 325 
based on proprietary standards, 326 

 327 
The DATA SHARING COALITION aims to also enable DATA SERVICE TRANSACTIONS across 328 
DOMAINS between actors that are part of different DOMAINS and despite of the fact not all 329 
agreements between the Domains have been harmonised. This is enabled by a concept 330 
known as INTEROPERABILITY; “The ability of systems of different actors, adhering to 331 
different standards and agreements, to exchange data in a way that is mutually 332 
satisfactory”. There are multiple approaches to achieve INTEROPERABILITY.  333 
 334 
In theory, full HARMONISATION of DOMAINS is the ideal solution to enable data sharing 335 
across DOMAINS. In essence, this forms a new overarching DOMAIN to faciliate DATA 336 
SHARING. This means that existing DATA SHARING INITIATIVES adjust their own 337 
requirements and implementations to follow a common, cross-DOMAIN design. However, 338 
HARMONISATION across INITIATIVES would impact all current INITIATIVE participants as they 339 
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would need to adjust existing implementations which worked well in the isolated context 340 
of their own DOMAIN, requiring significant investments. Given the impact (in effort and 341 
cost) it would have on their participants, immediate adoption of fully harmonised 342 
agreements by individual INITIATIVES will most likely be limited.  343 
 344 
Another option that does not require full HARMONISATION of all DOMAINS, is that individual 345 
organisations organise their own CROSS-DOMAIN INTEROPERABILITY for their use cases. For 346 
this, they would need bilateral agreements with organisations from another DOMAIN and 347 
define and implement their own interoperable requirements. Such bilateral agreements 348 
will allow their single use case for CROSS-DOMAIN DATA SHARING but are dependent on 349 
individual participants implementing specific harmonised solutions and will therefore 350 
limit large scale CROSS-DOMAIN DATA SHARING. 351 
 352 
Therefore, the DATA SHARING COALITION initially aims for INTEROPERABILITY between 353 
DOMAINS instead of full HARMONISATION. In order to enable CROSS-DOMAIN 354 
INTEROPERABILITY, new agreements that hold between DOMAINS should be defined. This 355 
will enable a DATA SERVICE PROVIDER in one DOMAIN to provide a DATA SERVICE to a DATA 356 
SERVICE CONSUMER in another DOMAIN, while limiting impact for both DATA SERVICE 357 
PROVIDER and DATA SERVICE CONSUMER. 358 
 359 
In order to enable CROSS-DOMAIN DATA SHARING and reduce the impact on existing 360 
INITIATIVES and their participants, the DSC foresees a new role: a PROXY. The role of a 361 
PROXY is to absorb the complexity of INTEROPERABILITY for the existing INITIATIVES and 362 
participants as much as possible. by implementing all INTEROPERABILITY. 363 
 364 

4.3 The Proxy Model 365 
 366 
The proxy model is the working hypothesis for a model to solve cross-domain 367 
interoperability. Its exact functionalities are not specifically defined yet and are subject 368 
to change  369 
 370 
A more practical solution to enable many-to-many INTEROPERABILITY across DOMAINS is 371 
for each DOMAIN to implement PROXIES. PROXIES are modules which are to be used by 372 
every DOMAIN with the function of translating between DOMAIN specific specifications and 373 
common, HARMONISED specifications.  374 
 375 
The main functionality of the PROXIES is to translate DOMAIN specific transactions to their 376 
harmonised equivalents: 377 

• PROXIES will translate DOMAIN specific language to a harmonised language in the 378 
HARMONISATION DOMAIN to enable multilateral INTEROPERABILITY. 379 

• PROXIES will facilitate trust across DOMAINS by conforming to the rules and 380 
agreements of the future TRUST FRAMEWORK. 381 

• PROXIES will make use of compatible technical standards that enable 382 
communication between PROXIES. 383 

• PROXIES will contain reference to all other functionalities and DATA SERVICES of 384 
participants within different DOMAINS in a Cross-Domain DATA SERVICE Registry. 385 

 386 
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The PROXIES implemented by all DOMAINS form a network, the HARMONISATION DOMAIN, 387 
which enables each DOMAIN to share data effortlessly with other DOMAINS. The PROXY 388 
network will facilitate an INTEROPERABLE transaction capability and a common 389 
understanding on concepts like data and trust across DOMAINS. The future CROSS-DOMAIN 390 
TRUST FRAMEWORK will define the common agreements on the setup of these PROXIES.  391 
 392 
Note that this many-to-many Proxy model solution does not exclude further bilateral 393 
agreements and technical implementations between DOMAINS. However, as this is not 394 
scalable, it shall not be included within the future TRUST FRAMEWORK. 395 
 396 
The PROXIES will be implemented by the individual DOMAINS that adhere to the CROSS-397 
DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK. Figure 5 shows a visual representation of the PROXY MODEL. 398 
 399 

   400 
Figure 5: Visual representation Proxy Model 401 

Similar uses of PROXIES to enable CROSS-DOMAIN INTEROPERABILITY are already applied at 402 
scale in multiple contexts, see Box 1 for an example in the use of proxies in eIDAS. 403 
However, a PROXY MODEL is no silver bullet. Whether data will be shared across DOMAINS 404 
will always depend on case specifics and decisions made by individual participants.  405 
  406 
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Box 1: Proxying in eIDAS 407 
The eIDAS-nodes, formerly known as ‘Pan European PROXY Server’ (PEPS) are an 408 
implementation of proxies used to enable INTEROPERABILITY of digital identities across 409 
EU member states. Figure 6 shows how eIDAS Nodes are used between two member 410 
states. 411 
 412 

 413 

 414 
eIDAS is based on well-established standards, such as SAML, to achieve 415 
INTEROPERABILITY and high security between EU member states. EU member states use 416 
different national eID solutions, that often involve nation specific implementations. The 417 
eIDAS Nodes translate the specific national solutions such that they can be understood 418 
across borders. 419 

 420 
The PROXY model further serves as a foundation for future developments from DOMAIN 421 
INTEROPERABILITY towards full DOMAIN HARMONISATION through a phased approach. 422 
Individual DOMAINS can work towards full HARMONISATION at their own pace, following their 423 
own change management processes. The initial implementation of PROXIES will be 424 
complex, but in time, the functionality of a PROXY will become lighter, as the HARMONISED 425 
components are transferred and embedded within the DOMAIN. Eventually, a PROXY only 426 
needs to carry out the function of CROSS-DOMAIN DATA SERVICE Registry when all other 427 
elements are HARMONISED within the DOMAIN. See Figure 7 for the possible development 428 
of PROXIES. 429 

Figure 6: Overview of the eIDAS AUTHENTICATION scheme depicting eIDAS Nodes, Source: 
https://docs.wso2.com/display/IS570/Electronic+Identification%2C+Authentication+and+
Trust+Services+Regulation  
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 430 
Figure 7: Development from the PROXY MODEL to full HARMONISATION 431 

It is impossible for DOMAINS to progress towards full HARMONISATION at the same pace, as 432 
DOMAINS depend on the implementation pace of their participants. However, the PROXY 433 
model enables DOMAINS to remain fully interoperable at different levels of progression 434 
towards full HARMONISATION. This is as the rules and agreements which hold for fully 435 
HARMONISED DOMAINS are the same as those for DOMAINS with PROXY MODEL 436 
implementations. Therefore, data can be shared across DOMAINS irrespective of the pace 437 
of progression, Further, these rules and agreements can be easily adopted by new 438 
DOMAINS or organisations that are aiming to share data to ease their internal development, 439 
meaning they may be fully harmonised from the initial development. See Figure 8 for a 440 
visual representation with DOMAINS in different levels of progression towards full 441 
HARMONISATION. 442 
 443 

   444 
Figure 8: Data can be shared across DOMAINS at different levels of progression toward full 445 

HARMONISATION  446 
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Section B: Harmonisation topics 447 
 448 
In this section, topics related to DATA SHARING are discussed that will need to be 449 
included in the future Cross-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK. Each chapter will describe a 450 
specific topic, explain the relevance for cross-domain interoperability and present 451 
findings that provide the basis for agreements in the future Cross-DOMAIN TRUST 452 
FRAMEWORK. 453 
 454 
Note: More chapters will be added to this section in the coming period, once the DATA 455 
SHARING COALITION Expert Group has discussed more topics. 456 

5 Terms and conditions 457 

5.1 Introduction 458 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS define the concepts, duties, rights, powers and liabilities that apply 459 
to the actors on both sides of a DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION that are captured in a DATA 460 
SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT. TERMS AND CONDITIONS are formalised into POLICIES, 461 
which can be split into ACCESS CONTROL RULES, OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE (see Figure 9). A 462 
DATA SERVICE’S TERMS AND CONDITIONS are set by the DATA SERVICE PROVIDER directly 463 
and/or are (partially) a result of the rules of the DATA SHARING DOMAINS the DATA SERVICE 464 
PROVIDER belongs and adheres to. 465 
 466 

 467 
Figure 9: TERMS AND CONDITIONS are formalised in POLICIES, which can be split into ACCESS CONTROL RULES and 468 

OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 469 

5.2 Relevance 470 
To enable INTEROPERABILITY, the DATA SERVICE CONSUMER needs to understand the TERMS 471 
AND CONDITIONS of a DATA SERVICE in general and a specific DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION as 472 
specified and communicated by the DATA SERVICE PROVIDER, ideally in a machine-473 
readable format. Therefore, it is required that TERMS AND CONDITIONS (formalised into 474 
POLICIES) can be interpreted across DOMAINS, such that individual POLICIES and the pieces 475 
of evidence that demonstrate adherence to these POLICIES can be mapped to DOMAIN 476 
specific POLICIES and evidence and vice versa. To achieve this, a shared understanding of 477 
and language for POLICIES and evidence is needed.  478 
 479 
Within a single DOMAIN, not everything that participants should adhere to is made explicit. 480 
Adherence criteria can also be part of rule books, legislation or certifications relevant to 481 
the DOMAIN, known as IMPLIED REGULATION AND AGREEMENTS. In this case, both the DATA 482 
SERVICE PROVIDER and DATA SERVICE CONSUMER operating within the same DOMAIN are 483 
aware of these IMPLIED REGULATION AND AGREEMENTS. Participants in other DOMAINS are not 484 
expected to be aware of these DOMAIN specific IMPLIED REGULATION AND AGREEMENTS. 485 
Therefore, to enable CROSS-DOMAIN DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENTS, these 486 
IMPLIED REGULATIONS AND AGREEMENTS may need to be made explicit. DATA SERVICE 487 
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PROVIDERS may decide to make (parts of) the IMPLIED REGULATION AND AGREEMENTS explicit 488 
and require explicit proof of adherence to those IMPLIED REGULATION AND AGREEMENTS. 489 
 490 

5.3 Description 491 
 492 
Note: This chapter will further explain the topic based on discussions with the experts 493 
involved in the Expert Group. 494 
 495 
This chapter explains the need for a shared language and understanding on POLICIES in 496 
5.3.1 and the split of POLICIES in 5.3.2. 497 
 498 

5.3.1 Creation of a shared language and understanding 499 
A shared language and understanding is needed to enable unambiguous communication 500 
on POLICIES and evidence that demonstrates the adherence to these POLICIES. It is not 501 
realistic to expect to create a shared language for all individual POLICIES given their variety 502 
across DOMAINS. A solution might be to create POLICY clusters and levels of adherence to 503 
POLICY clusters (to express an assurance level). These POLICY clusters might make it 504 
easier to define a shared language, as the clusters and levels might enable simple 505 
comparison across DOMAINS. 506 
 507 
POLICY clusters are sets of POLICIES, in which POLICIES belong to the same cluster if they 508 
pursue the same objective. See Appendix 9.2 for a first set-up of POLICY clusters. POLICY 509 
cluster levels define whether a Domain meets specific criteria within a POLICY cluster, 510 
based on underlying POLICIES. POLICY cluster levels are formed differently for each cluster 511 
and can be defined along different axes (e.g. nominal, ordinal and interval) based on DATA 512 
SERVICE PROVIDER requirements.  513 
 514 
POLICY clusters and POLICY levels should be further explored and defined in the next 515 
phase of the DSC, once work on the future CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK starts.  516 
 517 
In the eIDAS Trust Framework, the principle of creating a shared language for POLICIES via 518 
clusters and levels for clusters is applied at scale. This is further detailed in Box 2.   519 
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Box 2: eIDAS 520 
In the last 15-20 years, most EU member states have developed their own national 521 
digital identity solutions for citizen AUTHENTICATION based on member state specific 522 
requirements, resulting in member state specific Levels of Assurance (LoAs) for their 523 
digital identity.  524 
 525 
In line with Europe’s ambition to create one Digital Single Market, the European Union 526 
strived to enable people and businesses to use their own national electronic 527 
IDENTIFICATION schemes (eIDs) to access public services available online in other EU 528 
countries. To achieve this, the EU has created the common eIDAS3,4 framework. 529 
 530 
The variety of POLICIES and LoAs across countries initially made it impossible to create a 531 
shared language on individual POLICIES across EU member states. The eIDAS framework 532 
allows for mapping of national eID solutions and its member state specific LoAs to 533 
generic eIDAS LoAs, enabling INTEROPERABILITY. 534 

 535 
 536 
 537 
eIDAS POLICY clusters consist of multiple components, with underlying POLICIES. The 538 
overall LoA of eIDs will be based on the LoA of a number of clusters, where the lowest 539 
LoA of the individual clusters will determine the overall LoA. Each cluster contains a 540 
number of components, and the LoA of the cluster will be based on the lowest LoA of all 541 
the components. Per component, conditions are specified defining how a LoA can be 542 
reached. 543 
 544 
 545 

 
3 eIDAS (electronic IDentification, Authentication and trust Services) is an EU regulation on 
electronic identification and trust services for electronic transactions in the European Single 
Market 
4 Source: Commission implementing regulation (EU) 2015/1502, Office journal of the European 
Union 

Figure 10: Creation of a mapping between Levels of Assurance in EU member states 
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 546 
 547 
 548 
 549 

5.3.2 Policies 550 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS are formalised into POLICIES, which can be split into ACCESS 551 
CONTROL RULES and OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE, depending on whether the POLICIES are 552 
enforced before or after the DATA SERVICE AGREEMENT is established. 553 
 554 

Access control rules 555 
ACCESS CONTROL RULES are POLICIES that are assessed and enforced prior to establishing 556 
the DATA SERVICE AGREEMENT. Some ACCESS CONTROL RULES are in place to assess the 557 
likelihood of adherence to IMPLIED REGULATION AND AGREEMENTS (e.g. sector regulation and 558 
frameworks and general laws and regulation, through certifications and audit reports).  559 
Examples of ACCESS CONTROL RULES: 560 

• Subject attributes (e.g. LoA of identity, role and age) 561 
• Context/environment attributes (e.g. location and time) 562 
• Proof of security certifications (e.g. ISO 27001) 563 

 564 

Obligations and advice 565 
OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE are POLICIES that are assessed and enforced after the DATA 566 
SERVICE AGREEMENT is established. They prescribe future requirements and optional 567 
guidance to the DATA SERVICE CONSUMER. It is up to the DATA SERVICE PROVIDER (or the 568 
Domain rules to which the DATA SERVICE PROVIDER adheres to) to determine whether a 569 
POLICY is OBLIGATION or ADVICE. Policy enforcement may vary (e.g. none, ad-hoc checks 570 
or by audit). Examples of OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE POLICIES: 571 

• Usage scope 572 
• Storage requirements 573 
• Time to live for datasets (deletion of data) 574 
• Pricing and other financial (reporting) requirements 575 
• Operational reporting requirements 576 

 577 
See Appendix 9.1 for an overview of POLICIES split into ACCESS CONTROL RULES and 578 
OBLIGATION AND ADVICE within DSC use cases. 579 

Figure 11: Hierarchy of eIDAS LoAs 
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 580 
Figure 12 provides an overview of the relationship between a DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION 581 
AGREEMENT, the associated transaction (the API call) and the TERMS AND CONDITIONS 582 
(formalised into POLICIES) within a DATA SERVICE transaction lifecycle. 583 
 584 
The term ‘data transaction lifecycle’ is introduced as a term to distinguish between the 585 
sequence in which POLICIES should be adhered to and the actual DATA SERVICE 586 
TRANSACTION.  587 
 588 

 589 
Figure 12: DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION lifecycle with a DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT and POLICIES 590 

It is expected that only ACCESS CONTROL RULES and OBLIGATION AND ADVICE POLICIES will be 591 
specified in a DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT, as these are relevant for the 592 
execution of a single API call.  593 
 594 
In the next phase, once work on the future CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK starts, it 595 
should be explored to what detail IMPLIED REGULATION AND AGREEMENTS should be made 596 
explicit.  597 
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6 Identification, Authentication and Authorisation 598 

6.1 Introduction 599 
In order for actors to reach a DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT, they must be able to 600 
identify, authenticate and authorise other actors. It is required that actors are able to 601 
identify those they are interacting with and assess their assurance level (for 602 
IDENTIFICATION and AUTHENTICATION) and know what permissions those other parties have 603 
(AUTHORISATION). ACCESS POLICIES define whether an entity should be permitted access to 604 
an object (target data, database access, algorithm access, etc.). ACCESS CONTROLS are the 605 
mechanisms and methods used to enforce ACCESS POLICIES using AUTHORISATION. Within 606 
DOMAINS, various types of IDENTIFICATION, AUTHENTICATION and AUTHORISATION 607 
mechanisms are used and while this suffices for activities within a specific DOMAIN,  608 
it is not trivial how these mechanisms and the resulting statements and evidence can find 609 
their way to another DOMAIN. 610 
 611 

6.2 Relevance  612 
When creating a HARMONISATION DOMAIN, PROXIES in different DOMAINS should be able to 613 
identify, authenticate and authorise one another in order to facilitate trusted, CROSS-614 
DOMAIN DATA SHARING. This will be part of the future creation of the Trust Framework. 615 
 616 
In order to facilitate end-2-end CROSS-DOMAIN INTEROPERABILITY, IDENTIFICATION, 617 
AUTHENTICATION and AUTHORISATION from one DOMAIN needs to be transportable to 618 
another DOMAIN in a trustworthy manner. To enable this, a shared, mutually 619 
understandable language needs to be created.  620 
 621 

6.2.1 Identification 622 
Actors must be able to establish the identity of actor(s) from other DOMAIN(s) in order to 623 
determine the actor with whom a transaction is initiated. Currently, various INITIATIVES 624 
have different working implementations of IDENTIFICATION and AUTHENTICATION 625 
mechanisms. Table 5 gives a non-exhaustive overview of the various IDENTIFICATION and 626 
AUTHENTICATION solutions implemented by INITIATIVES.  627 
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 628 

 629 
 630 
Table 5 shows that the INITIATIVES use different identifiers. In order to enable CROSS-631 
DOMAIN DATA SHARING, there must be a mutual understanding of identifiers between 632 
DOMAINS such that DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENTS can be made. If the DOMAINS 633 
can understand each other’s identities, a challenge remains in trusting the identities from 634 
another DOMAIN. Therefore, a mechanism should be in place that allows the DOMAINS to 635 
validate the authenticity of identities received from other DOMAINS for different types of 636 
actors which could initiate a DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION. 637 
 638 

6.2.2 Authentication 639 
DATA SERVICE PROVIDERS can set requirements for the level of assurance of 640 
AUTHENTICATION required from their DATA SERVICE CONSUMERS. When those consumers 641 
reside in other DOMAINS, the AUTHENTICATION information (including LoA) must be 642 
communicated and mapped to the DATA SERVICE PROVIDER’S LoA definitions.  643 
 644 

6.2.3 Authorisation 645 
For DATA SERVICE PROVIDERS to be able to make proper AUTHORISATION decisions regarding 646 
DATA SERVICE CONSUMERS residing in another DOMAIN, the information required for those 647 
decisions (attributes, roles, DELEGATION information and/or other information and 648 
decisions) must be communicated and mapped to the DATA SERVICE PROVIDER’S language 649 
and definitions.   650 

Table 5: Overview of how identification and AUTHENTICATION are organised within initiatives 
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6.3 Description 651 
 652 
Note: This chapter will further explain the topic based on discussions with the experts 653 
involved in the expert group. 654 
 655 
This chapter explains the need for a shared language and understanding in the topics of 656 
IDENTIFICATION, AUTHENTICATION and AUTHORISATION. This includes discussions on 657 
identifiers in 6.3.1, assessing identity levels of assurance in  6.3.2, types of 658 
AUTHENTICATION in 6.3.3 roles in  AUTHORISATION in 6.3.4, AUTHORISATION sequences in 659 
6.3.5 and delegated authority in 6.3.6. 660 
 661 

6.3.1 Identifying actors 662 
The use of different types of identifiers for the same types of actors could lead to 663 
situations where one organisation has two different identifiers across DOMAINS, or where 664 
identifiers that look exactly the same refer to different organisations. When interacting 665 
across DOMAINS, this leads to ambiguity which will lead to errors, see Box 3 for an example. 666 
 667 
Ambiguity between identifiers across DOMAINS can be solved by explicitly specifying the 668 
type of identifier used in all CROSS-DOMAIN communication. Explicit specification can be 669 
achieved by including a defining prefix to all identifiers in the INTEROPERABILITY DOMAIN, 670 
see Box 3 for a detailed description. The exact method of including the prefix, and the 671 
standardisation of the sharing of this data should be detailed in the TRUST FRAMEWORK. 672 
 673 
 674 

Box 3: Ambiguous identifiers 675 
See Figure 13 for an example situation. Acme BV is participant in both DOMAIN A and 676 
DOMAIN B. DOMAIN A uses the KvK number (Chamber of Commerce number in the 677 
Netherlands) as identifier, DOMAIN B uses the EORI number (IDENTIFICATION number for 678 
business in the European Union). 679 

 680 
 681 

This ambiguity in used identifiers across domains can be resolved through the use of an 682 
identifier pre-fix as shown in Figure 14. 683 

Figure 13: Ambiguity in identifiers should be resolved 
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684 
 685 

 686 
In addition to adding a prefix, proxies could map identifiers from their DOMAIN to identifiers 687 
of other DOMAINS. Mapping of identifiers can be done in order to establish the identity of 688 
an organisation with a different identifier in another DOMAIN or to distinguish the identities 689 
of organisations with a similar identifier in another DOMAIN to open services for them. As 690 
of now, it is unsure whether there will be use cases that require the mapping of identifiers. 691 
If these use cases are identified, the mapping of identifiers will be included in the future 692 
CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK.  693 
 694 
The future CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK shall contain a number of best practices for 695 
INTEROPERABILITY solutions regarding identifiers. These best practices will be further 696 
detailed in the CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK 697 
 698 

6.3.2 Assessing identity assurance 699 
Actors must be able to understand the level of assurance that is associated with an 700 
identity received from another DOMAIN in order to determine whether the requested 701 
action can be performed. 702 
 703 
For digital identity solutions, eIDAS has solved the INTEROPERABILITY of Levels of 704 
Assurance (LoA) at an EU member state level, see Box 2 for a detailed description. eIDAS 705 
allows EU member states with member state specific identity solutions with specific LoAs 706 
to be mapped to generic eIDAS LoAs in order to enable INTEROPERABILITY.  707 
 708 
The eIDAS framework with 3 LoAs (low, substantial, high) shall be used as a basis for 709 
interoperable LoAs in the TRUST FRAMEWORK. This is because the eIDAS framework is 710 
widely adopted already and has become the de facto standard for electronic 711 
IDENTIFICATION for eGovernment purposes in Europe.  712 
 713 

6.3.3 Authentication 714 
Actors must be able to exchange identity information with each other. Depending on the 715 
type of actors involved, there are two different types of AUTHENTICATION: Machine-to-716 

Figure 14: Using prefixes for communication of IDs across domains solves ambiguity  
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machine AUTHENTICATION and Human-to-machine AUTHENTICATION. Machine-to-machine 717 
AUTHENTICATION can be further specified to proxy-to-proxy AUTHENTICATION and 718 
AUTHENTICATION between a DATA SERVICE CONSUMER (machine) and a DATA SERVICE 719 
PROVIDER. 720 
 721 

Machine-to-machine Authentication 722 
An AUTHENTICATION mechanism is required between machines (machine-to-machine, 723 
M2M) in order to autonomously authenticate each other’s identity. This AUTHENTICATION 724 
should take place for each transaction context and without a need for human interaction. 725 
 726 
An example of machine-to-machine authentication is in the usage of an IoT device 727 
service where the device must authenticate to the service servers. In the TRUST 728 
Framework, machine-to-machine authentication occurs when proxies communicate 729 
with each other and must authenticate themselves. 730 
 731 
In order to facilitate INTEROPERABILITY, the TRUST FRAMEWORK should define a common 732 
machine-to-machine AUTHENTICATION method that all proxies can make use of. eIDAS 733 
Qualified Trust Services are anchored in EU law and widely used in Europe. Specifically, 734 
the Qualified Website AUTHENTICATION Certificates (QWAC) and Qualified Seal are relevant 735 
to facilitate M2M AUTHENTICATION methods. These eIDAS Qualified Trust Services could be 736 
used as a basis in the TRUST FRAMEWORK. 737 
 738 
A Qualified Website AUTHENTICATION Certificate is a digital certificate which ensures the 739 
authenticity and data integrity of a connection and can be used to authenticate PROXIES 740 
before a connection is made. A Qualified Seal is a signature which ensures the sender’s 741 
non-repudiation and integrity of messages. 742 
 743 
To ensure a correct usage of Qualified Trust Services, cybersecurity experts will be asked 744 
to provide insights and design principles so that these are implemented correctly for M2M 745 
AUTHENTICATION within the TRUST FRAMEWORK. 746 
 747 

Human-to-machine Authentication 748 
An AUTHENTICATION mechanism (human-to-machine, H2M) is in place between natural 749 
acting persons and the DOMAIN that they are a part of. However, when transacting across 750 
DOMAINS, it may be necessary for natural acting persons to authenticate themselves in 751 
DOMAINS other than the one they are located in. DOMAINS should facilitate a customer 752 
journey to enable this. Natural acting persons in various DOMAINS should therefore be able 753 
to be redirected to perform AUTHENTICATION in other DOMAINS within a single customer 754 
journey. 755 
 756 
An example of human-to-machine AUTHENTICATION is a log-in to an online service by 757 
using a Facebook account (via OAuth). In the TRUST Framework, human-to-machine 758 
authentication occurs when a natural acting person has to log in to a service to perform 759 
an action. The person logs in a single time, requiring interaction, to set up a session during 760 
which they can perform the action, possibly consisting of multiple interactions, without 761 
having to authenticate themselves at every step. 762 
 763 
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AUTHENTICATION is always performed within a specific DOMAIN and therefore, there is no 764 
need to organise H2M AUTHENTICATION across DOMAINS. However, it will occur that a 765 
natural acting person (human) must authenticate themselves in a DOMAIN they are not 766 
present in, while initiating the transaction. In order to facilitate the transaction, the 767 
natural acting person needs to be redirected to the authorising DOMAIN to authenticate. 768 
The PROXIES should facilitate this redirect. To ensure a consistent user experience, User 769 
Experience (UX) Requirements should be defined for H2M AUTHENTICATION. The 770 
requirements for this redirect functionality by PROXIES and the UX-requirements for 771 
IDENTIFICATION and AUTHENTICATION (and also AUTHORISATION) should be included in the 772 
TRUST FRAMEWORK. 773 
 774 

Forwarding Authentication to another Domain 775 
For both H2M and M2M AUTHENTICATION, it may be required to transfer AUTHENTICATION 776 
attributes across DOMAINS. For example, this may be needed in order to prove actor roles 777 
within another DOMAIN. This insight has yet to be discussed within the Expert Group but 778 
will be picked up before development of the future TRUST FRAMEWORK. 779 
 780 

6.3.4 Roles in Authorisation 781 
Once the identity of the DATA SERVICE CONSUMER has been determined with a sufficient 782 
level of assurance, the DATA SERVICE PROVIDER must determine what actions they allow 783 
the consumer to perform. This is what AUTHORISATION the DATA SERVICE CONSUMER has. 784 
For the DATA SERVICE PROVIDER to determine AUTHORISATION, a number of different 785 
functional roles are established, each with their own responsibilities. Table  provides an 786 
overview of these roles and responsibilities and Box 4 provides an illustration of an 787 
AUTHORISATION flow. 788 
 789 
Table 5: Overview of Authorisation roles and responsibilities 790 

Roles Responsibilities 
PAP  
(Policy 
Administration Point) 

The Policy Administration Point is where administrators, 
developers and business users can create and manage 
AUTHORISATION policies in order to be used by the PDP. 

PEP 
(Policy Enforcement 
Point) 

The Policy Enforcement Point is responsible for protecting the 
object by executing the access control decision. It intercepts 
API requests and forwards them on to the PDP. 

PDP  
(Policy Decision 
Point) 

The Policy Decision Point evaluates received AUTHORISATION 

requests against AUTHORISATION policies using extra 
information if needed. All decisions reached are returned to 
the PEP. 

PIP 
(Policy Information 
Point) 

The Policy Information Point is any underlying information 
source of (meta)data such as databases, user directories and 
AUTHENTICATION details relevant for the AUTHORISATION. If PEP 
provides insufficient data to PDP, additional information can 
be retrieved via the PIP 

 791 
 792 
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Box 4: Illustration of Authorisation roles functionality 793 
The following example AUTHORISATION flow model can be applied to most AUTHORISATION 794 
methods and provides a usable framework as basis for describing AUTHORISATION 795 
concepts. 796 

 797 

 798 
 799 

1. A user sends a request which is intercepted by the Policy Enforcement Point (PEP). 800 
2. The PEP converts the API request into an AUTHORISATION request. 801 
3. The PEP forwards the AUTHORISATION request to the Policy Decision Point (PDP). 802 
4. The PDP evaluates the AUTHORISATION request against the loaded policies. The 803 

policies are managed by the Policy Administration Point (PAP). If needed, it also 804 
retrieves attribute values from underlying Policy Information Points (PIP). 805 

5. The PDP reaches a decision (Permit / Deny / NotApplicable / Indeterminate) and 806 
returns it to the PEP. 807 

6. The PEP enforces the decision and processes the request; in the case of a Permit, 808 
access is granted. 809 

 810 
Note: This is a simplified model, and other AUTHORISATION flows exist. See chapter 6.3.5 811 
for more examples. 812 

 813 
In practice, there is often not just a single implementation of several of the AUTHORISATION 814 
roles. For example, there can be multiple PDPs which each take partial AUTHORISATION 815 
decisions which collectively can lead to a final AUTHORISATION decision. Furthermore, 816 
there are often multiple PIPs, each providing different sets of information to the PDPs as 817 
needed. For CROSS-DOMAIN AUTHORISATION, these roles (PIPS and PDPs) can even be 818 
implemented in different DOMAINS. Depending on the choice of possible distribution of the 819 
roles across DOMAINS, INTEROPERABILITY requirements are needed to facilitate the 820 
implementation of the roles. 821 
 822 

Figure 15: Example Authorisation flow as defined in the XACML standards  
Source: https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=xacml 
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Requirements needed to facilitate the distribution of Authorisation roles across domains 823 
The roles required for AUTHORISATION could be distributed across different DOMAINS to 824 
enable CROSS-DOMAIN use cases. It is to be expected that the enforcement and 825 
administration of policies will be located within the same DOMAIN, which in turn makes it 826 
likely that the decision will also be made in the same DOMAIN. In the context of 827 
AUTHORISATION, it therefore makes sense to refer to DOMAINS as administrative DOMAINS, 828 
defined as the DOMAIN where policies are administrated and enforced. 829 
 830 
How an AUTHORISATION decision is reached within a DOMAIN can be the result of many 831 
(partial) decisions reached by different components within the DOMAIN, However, the PDP 832 
combines all partial decisions to a final decision. The details of how this is achieved is out 833 
of scope for the future CROSS-DOMAIN TRUST FRAMEWORK as it is the responsibility of a 834 
single DOMAIN. 835 
 836 
If use cases arise where it is necessary to out-source any of these AUTHORISATION roles 837 
to other DOMAINS, this will be further investigated to be included in the future Cross-838 
Domain TRUST FRAMEWORK. For now, this means the two most likely role distributions are 839 
as shown in Figure 16. 840 
 841 

 842 
Figure 16: Most use cases can be captured in two different Authorisation role distributions 843 

When all the roles for AUTHORISATION can be realised within a DOMAIN (example 1 in Figure 844 
16), there is no need for additional INTEROPERABILITY requirements. However, in the case 845 
of example 2 in  Figure 16 where a role is located in another DOMAIN, or even outside of 846 
either DOMAIN, INTEROPERABILITY requirements are needed to enable this. Therefore, 847 
further investigation must be done into the following elements to be included in the TRUST 848 
FRAMEWORK: 849 

• Language must be created to exchange AUTHORISATION data and attributes in 850 
order to transact, 851 

• Trust is needed between DOMAINS regarding the sharing of AUTHORISATION 852 
attributes, 853 

• Technical standards are needed to enable communication of attributes. 854 
 855 
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6.3.5 Authorisation flows 856 
There are two possibilities for the AUTHORISATION flow which are most likely to be needed 857 
to enable DATA SHARING: the Pull and Push AUTHORISATION sequence, as identified in RFC 858 
2904 (source: https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2904). Both AUTHORISATION sequences can 859 
be used for any type of DATA SERVICE model. Therefore, they can be considered 860 
independently from each other. 861 
 862 

Pull Authorisation sequence 863 
In a pull AUTHORISATION sequence, the PEP pulls the AUTHORISATION decision from the 864 
PDP in the authorising DOMAIN. See Box 5 for more information on the pull 865 
AUTHORISATION sequence. 866 
 867 

Box 5: Illustration of Pull Authorisation sequences in the proxy model 868 
Figure 17 shows the PROXY interaction for a push AUTHORISATION sequence. 869 
 870 

871 

 872 
1. The DATA SERVICE CONSUMER sends a request for a DATA SERVICE to the DOMAIN of 873 

Origin PROXY (including DATA SERVICE CONSUMER information for AUTHORISATION) 874 
2. The DOMAIN of Origin PROXY translates the request and forwards it to the 875 

Authorising DOMAIN PROXY 876 
3. The Authorising DOMAIN PROXY translates the request and forwards it to the 877 

Authorising DOMAIN 878 
4. Authorising DOMAIN receives the request, processes it and the PDP takes the 879 

appropriate decision. The decision can be based on information and (sub) decisions 880 
received from outside of the Authorising DOMAIN. 881 

5. The DATA SERVICE PROVIDER PEP provides access and DATA SERVICE PROVIDER 882 
directly performs the action and sends back the result to the Authorising DOMAIN 883 
PROXY 884 

6. The Authorising DOMAIN PROXY translates the results and forwards the result of the 885 
action to the DOMAIN of Origin PROXY  886 

7. The DOMAIN of Origin PROXY translates the results and forwards the result of the 887 
action to the DATA SERVICE CONSUMER 888 

Figure 17: Proxy interaction for a pull authorisation model 
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 889 
Note: RFC 2904 additionally identifies the agent AUTHORISATION sequence. From an 890 
INTEROPERABILITY perspective, this can be considered the same as the pull sequence, as 891 
this only impacts how the decision is made in step 4. 892 
 893 
An example of an AUTHORISATION pull is when a Dutch citizen authorises a family 894 
member to perform their tax declaration using the NL mandate registry for citizens, 895 
DigID Machtigen. The citizen has to authorise the family member in advance at DigiD 896 
Machtigen, where this information is stored. The family member can then log in at the 897 
tax authority using their DigiD. The tax authority determines that they can perform the 898 
tax declaration based on an AUTHORISATION pull from DigD Machtigen. 899 

 900 

Push Authorisation sequence 901 
In a push AUTHORISATION sequence, the PEP gets pushed an AUTHORISATION decision that 902 
the DOMAIN of Origin has received from the PDP. See Box 6 for more information on the 903 
push AUTHORISATION sequence. 904 
 905 

Box 6: Illustration of Push AUTHORISATION sequences in the proxy model 906 
Figure 18 shows the PROXY interaction for a push AUTHORISATION sequence. 907 

908 

 909 
1. The DATA SERVICE Consumer sends an AUTHORISATION request for a DATA SERVICE 910 

action to the DOMAIN of Origin proxy (including DATA SERVICE CONSUMER information 911 
for AUTHORISATION and user redirect for consent, if necessary) 912 

2. The DOMAIN of Origin PROXY translates the AUTHORISATION request and forwards it to 913 
the Authorising DOMAIN PROXY (including information and redirect) 914 

3. The Authorising DOMAIN PROXY translates the AUTHORISATION request and forwards 915 
it to the PDP in the Authorising DOMAIN (including information and redirect 916 

4. PDP takes the appropriate decision and responds with the decision to the 917 
Authorising DOMAIN PROXY. The decision can be based on information and (sub) 918 
decisions received from outside of the authorising DOMAIN. 919 

Figure 18: Proxy interaction for a push authorisation sequence 
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5. The Authorising DOMAIN PROXY sends the decision to the DOMAIN of Origin PROXY 920 
6. The DOMAIN of Origin PROXY sends a DATA SERVICE request (including decision) to the 921 

Authorising DOMAIN PROXY 922 
7. The Authorising DOMAIN PROXY forwards the request to the DATA SERVICES PROVIDER 923 

(including decision) where the PEP validates the decision and provides access 924 
8. The DATA SERVICE PROVIDER performs the action and sends the result to the 925 

Authorising DOMAIN PROXY 926 
9. The Authorising DOMAIN PROXY translates the results and forwards the result to the 927 

DOMAIN of Origin PROXY  928 
10. The DOMAIN of Origin PROXY translates the results and forwards the result of the 929 

action to the DATA SERVICE CONSUMER 930 
 931 
An example of an AUTHORISATION push is the OAuth 2.0 protocol in which users are 932 
redirected to provide consent for requests to access. This results in a long-term access 933 
token which can be used for the DATA SERVICE transactions. The DATA SERVICE request 934 
includes the token and therefore, the AUTHORISATION is pushed. These mechanisms are 935 
common to IoT setups and can be found in access control for home smart meters for 936 
electricity. The energy provider receives access to the home smart meter, based on a 937 
one-time consent of the user, on which the network operator (the owner of the 938 
metering infrastructure) issues an access token that can be used for all future requests 939 
for data. 940 

 941 

6.3.6 Delegated Authority 942 
DELEGATION is the provision of explicit rights (to perform an action) to a third party. There 943 
are a number of different cases where DELEGATION of authority is required, such as: 944 

• Companies cannot perform actions themselves and a service/employee must 945 
perform this on their behalf. 946 

• Natural persons, on behalf of companies, interact with other companies, 947 
such as non-standardised interactions using a web browser. 948 

• Machines, on behalf of companies, interact with other companies, such as 949 
PKI Overheid (this is implicit DELEGATION of the machine, allowing machines 950 
to act for the company). 951 

• Companies may delegate rights to other companies so that the other company 952 
can perform actions on their behalf in another DOMAIN. 953 

• Natural persons may give consent to another natural person to perform an action 954 
on their behalf, such as a colleague performing an action for you. 955 

 956 
Therefore, DELEGATION of authority must be specified within the TRUST FRAMEWORK. Two 957 
types of DELEGATION have been identified: pre-configured, and ad-hoc DELEGATION. 958 

1. Pre-configured Delegation 959 
• Pre-configured DELEGATION occurs well before the DATA SERVICE action takes 960 

place and is usually long lasting. 961 
• Examples of pre-configured DELEGATION can be seen in iShare, where 962 

delegation policies can be managed/stored in authorisation registries which 963 
can be consulted at any time during data requests to provide authorisation. 964 
Another example is in the “Sharing e-CMR data with insurers” use case, in 965 
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which an insurer can be mandated by a shipper to retrieve data from the e-966 
CMR on their behalf.  967 

2. Ad-hoc Delegation 968 
• Ad-hoc DELEGATION occurs as the DATA SERVICE action is being performed and 969 

lasts for that single context. 970 
• An example of ad-hoc DELEGATION can be seen in the “Green Loans” use case 971 

in which mortgages can be provided based on energy usage data. The 972 
mortgage intermediary can be granted access to the energy usage of a 973 
consumer to prepare a quotation for a mortgage. 974 

 975 

Communication required to validate pre-configured delegation  976 
In pre-configured DELEGATION, the delegator gives consent for the delegatee in a single 977 
DOMAIN. The delegatee can be given consent for generic rights, or rights to perform a 978 
specific action. The delegator does not know if the delegatee made use of the delegated 979 
rights and when or how they were used. Once the DELEGATION is performed, this must be 980 
stored within the DOMAIN where this occurred and the delegatee is free to perform the 981 
action they were given consent for. 982 
 983 
The process of pre-configured DELEGATION all takes place within a single DOMAIN and 984 
therefore, there is no need for INTEROPERABILITY requirements regarding the act of 985 
DELEGATION. Furthermore, if pre-configured DELEGATION takes place within the 986 
Authorising DOMAIN, there is no need for additional INTEROPERABILITY requirements as 987 
there is no need to communicate AUTHORISATION data across DOMAINS. 988 
 989 
If pre-configured DELEGATION takes place within the DOMAIN of Origin, this must be 990 
communicated to the authorising DOMAIN during a DATA SERVICE transaction. The TRUST 991 
FRAMEWORK must facilitate a method to communicate this DELEGATION across DOMAINS. 992 
Furthermore, a method for the Authorising DOMAIN should be defined to validate the 993 
DELEGATION performed. 994 
 995 

User experience requirements facilitate Ad-hoc Delegation  996 
In Ad-hoc DELEGATION, the delegatee is given specific rights to perform a DATA SERVICE 997 
action only during the transaction. The delegator knows that the delegatee made use of 998 
the delegated rights during only that transaction context. In this case, AUTHORISATION 999 
must take place within the Authorising DOMAIN. In order to facilitate this, proxies should 1000 
include UX requirements for H2M interaction to facilitate an actor delegating consent 1001 
across DOMAINS.  1002 
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Section C. Appendix  1003 

7 Data Sharing Coalition Overview 1004 

 1005 
Figure 19: Overview of Data Sharing Initiatives within the DSC 1006 

Table 6: Overview of Expert Group participants and their organisations 1007 

Organisation Name 
Dexes Hayo Schreijer 

Dexes Joep Meindertsma 

Dexes Willem ter Berg 
GO FAIR Bert Meerman 

HDN Arjen de Bake 

HDN Jan Schrama 

INNOPAY Vincent Jansen 
International Data Spaces 
Association Sebastian Steinbuss 

iSHARE / Visma Connect Marnix Vermaas 
MedMij Johan Hobelman 

NEN Jolien van Zetten 

Netbeheer Nederland Edwin Edelenbos 

SAE ITC Lisa Spellman 
SBR Nexus Gerard Huis in 't Veld 

SIVI Robin Oostrum 

SURF Erik Kentie 
SURF Michiel Schok 

SURF Freek Dijkstra 

University of Amsterdam Leon Gommans 

University of Amsterdam Wouter Los 
University of Amsterdam Tom van Engers 

Visma Connect Elsbeth Bodde 
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Organisation Name 
Visma Connect Victor den Bak 

8 Interoperability and harmonisation 1008 

8.1 Steps to reach a data service transaction agreement 1009 
In a DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT between a DATA SERVICE CONSUMER and a DATA 1010 
SERVICE PROVIDER, POLICIES apply. See Figure 20. 1011 

1012 

 1013 
A DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT is an agreement (handshake) between a DATA 1014 
SERVICE CONSUMER and PROVIDER on the terms and conditions associated with a specific 1015 
data transaction. An agreement is achieved through the following five steps: 1016 

1. A DATA SERVICE PROVIDER publishes its DATA SERVICE including all POLICIES. 1017 
2. A DATA SERVICE CONSUMER requests a DATA SERVICE (API call) and provides 1018 

evidence of adherence to ACCESS CONTROL RULES. 1019 
3. The DATA SERVICE PROVIDER evaluates the evidence and executes the requested 1020 

DATA SERVICE based on the result of this evaluation. 1021 
4. The DATA SERVICE PROVIDER confirms the DATA SERVICE TRANSACTION AGREEMENT. 1022 
5. The DATA SERVICE PROVIDER executes the DATA SERVICE while both DATA SERVICE 1023 

PROVIDER and DATA SERVICE CONSUMER provide evidence of adherence OBLIGATION 1024 
AND ADVICE POLICIES. 1025 

 1026 
These steps hold for all types of DATA SERVICES (e.g. data pull/push, bring algorithm to 1027 
data, see Table 3). 1028 
 1029 

Box 8: Steps to reach a data service transaction agreement in the energy domain 1030 
Within the energy DOMAIN, the energy provider (DATA SERVICE CONSUMER) wants to make 1031 
use of energy consumer data (e.g. on energy usage), which is currently in possession of 1032 

Figure 20: Terms and Conditions in a Data service transaction agreement. 
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the DSOs (DATA SERVICE PROVIDER). DSOs enable energy providers to access consumer 1033 
data through publishing their DATA SERVICE, including all POLICIES that the energy 1034 
provider should adhere to. Only with consent of the consumer can the energy provider 1035 
access the consumer’s energy data. The energy provider needs to identify the energy 1036 
producer and the DSO authenticates the identity of the energy producer. In addition, the 1037 
DSO evaluates the evidence of adherence to other POLICIES of the energy provider, 1038 
before providing energy provider access to the consumer data. Both the energy 1039 
provider and the DSO have agreed on the POLICIES both should adhere to and access will 1040 
be provided. 1041 
 1042 

9  Terms and Conditions 1043 

9.1 Terms and Conditions in DSC use cases 1044 
 1045 
Note: More detail in Box 9 will be included when more use cases have been initiated and 1046 
current use cases have been developed further. 1047 
 1048 

Box 9: Terms and conditions in DSC use cases 1049 
 1050 
Different TERMS AND CONDITIONS are relevant in the use cases in which the DSC is 1051 
involved. Below, indicative and non-exhaustive lists of TERMS AND CONDITIONS 1052 
(formalised into POLICIES) within these use cases are shown. 1053 
 1054 
Example Policies in ‘Green Loans’ use case (HDN – Netbeheer NL) 1055 
ACCESS CONTROL RULES: 1056 
• Identity of consumer must be verified at the appropriate Level of Assurance that 1057 

matches the risk-context of the transaction 1058 
• There must be reasonable certainty that the EAN-code (smart meter identifier) for 1059 

which data is requested belongs to the consumer's smart meter 1060 
• Identity Intermediary must be certain 1061 
• Intermediary must have unique identifier 1062 
• DSO must be able to verify that intermediary is “Trustworthy” 1063 
• Consumer AUTHORISATION must be linked to identifier of intermediary 1064 
• Purpose of data requested must match the operations of the intermediary 1065 
ADVICE AND OBLIGATION: 1066 
• Scope of usage is the “bemiddelingsproces”, which includes sending (subset of) 1067 

data to banks 1068 
• Data may not be altered and must maintain “seal of validity” 1069 
• Time to live is maximum of 24 months 1070 
 1071 
Example Policies in ‘Sharing e-CMR data with insurers’ use case (iSHARE – 1072 
Verbond van Verzekeraars) 1073 
ACCESS CONTROL RULES: 1074 
• Access rights of the insurer must be registered by the claim issuer in an 1075 

Authorisation Registry 1076 
• AUTHORISATION is granted based on DELEGATION evidence provided by claim issuer to 1077 

the e-CMR provider  1078 
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• Parties must either be an organisation with delegated data access or the owner of 1079 
the data 1080 

• Parties must provide a qualified eIDAS (or PKIOverheid) certificate for 1081 
AUTHENTICATION 1082 

ADVICE AND OBLIGATION: 1083 
• Scope of usage is the claims handling process 1084 
• Licenses indicate for which purposes the (subset of) shipment data may be used 1085 

(e.g. no limitations, non-commercial use only, for own use only) 1086 
• Time to live of shipment data points at insurer can be set to a maximum by the 1087 

claim issuer 1088 
 1089 

9.2 Initial Policy clusters and examples of Policies 1090 
POLICY clusters are sets of POLICIES. The overview below shows preliminary POLICY 1091 
clusters. This overview is based on the input that is provided by the DATA SHARING 1092 
INITIATIVES in the DSC and input provided in Expert Group discussions. This overview of 1093 
clusters is not exhaustive but serves as an example to be used as a starting point for the 1094 
next phase of the DSC. These clusters may be subject to change in the next phase. This 1095 
first set-up distinguishes clusters on its type of POLICIES: ACCESS CONTROL RULES and 1096 
ADVICE AND OBLIGATION (both usage and other).  1097 
 1098 
Table 7: Overview of clusters and types of POLICIES 1099 

Cluster Policies Type 
Scope Time to live OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE: Usage 

Usage scope OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE: Usage 
Propagation restrictions OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE: Usage 
Third party use of data OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE: Usage 
Usage based on 
geography 

OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE: Usage 

Target binding OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 
AUTHORISATION Access management ACCESS CONTROL RULES 

Delegated rights ACCESS CONTROL RULES 
AUTHENTICATION Multi-factor 

AUTHENTICATION 
ACCESS CONTROL RULES 

Supported e-ID means ACCESS CONTROL RULES 
Identity confirmation 
mechanism 

ACCESS CONTROL RULES 

Liabilities Indemnification OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 
Privacy (pre) Privacy Impact 

Assessments 
ACCESS CONTROL RULES 

Risk analysis ACCESS CONTROL RULES 
Privacy (post) Anonymisation OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 

Right to be forgotten OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 
Information 
classification 

Data classification 
scheme 

ACCESS CONTROL RULES 
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Cluster Policies Type 
Information access Access management 

protocol 
ACCESS CONTROL RULES 

Separation of functions ACCESS CONTROL RULES 
User access rights audit ACCESS CONTROL RULES 

Operational conditions Data minimalisation OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 
Testing requirement OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 
Data breach 
notification(s) 

OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 

Provenance Obligated provenance OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 
Data storage Data retention period OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 

Data deletion evidence OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 
Encryption of stored 
data 

OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 

Back-up retention 
period 

OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 

Cryptographic key 
storage 

OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 

Non-repudiation Digital signature 
requirement 

OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 

Laws and regulations Declaration of 
adherence to law 

ACCESS CONTROL RULES 

Applicable law ACCESS CONTROL RULES 
GDPR compliance ACCESS CONTROL RULES 

Information security Confidentiality OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 
Integrity OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 
Authenticity OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 

Geographical information Data processing outside 
of EU 

OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 

Employee qualifications IT officer assignment ACCESS CONTROL RULES 
Employee competency 
declaration 

ACCESS CONTROL RULES 

Employee screenings ACCESS CONTROL RULES 
Supervision Monitoring All 

Enforcement All 
Arbitrage and dispute 
settlement 

OBLIGATIONS AND ADVICE 

 1100 

9.2.1 Longlist of metadata languages for Policies 1101 
 1102 
Note: More detail on the contents of this chapter will be included when the topic 1103 
metadata has been discussed in more detail. This longlist is not exhaustive. 1104 
 1105 
Different metadata languages exist of which some are specifically developed for TERMS 1106 
AND CONDITIONS. These metadata languages enable coherent communication across 1107 
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sectors on TERMS AND CONDITIONS and hence, examples (see below) are discussed in this 1108 
chapter.  1109 
 1110 
DCAT/ODRL 1111 
DCAT is a worldwide W3C metadata standard, applied by the Dutch government among 1112 
others. In the newest version of DCAT, datasets can be enriched with conditions for DATA 1113 
SHARING. ODRL is the standard for the description of these conditions. 1114 
 1115 
eFlint 1116 
eFlint is a standard meant to make the structure and meaning of legal documents 1117 
“machine readable”. 1118 
 1119 
Akomo Ntoso 1120 
Akomo Ntoso is an open standard meant to make the structure and meaning of legal 1121 
documents “machine readable”. 1122 
 1123 
RDF 1124 
RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a standard for data exchange, developed by 1125 
W3C.  1126 
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10 Manifestation of topics in the Trust Framework 1127 
The common agreements that will be made by the DATA SHARING COALITION will be 1128 
captured in one comprehensive document, the future Cross-Domain Trust Framework. 1129 
The document will specify agreements and requirements that DATA SHARING DOMAINS 1130 
should adhere to. Every topic that has been discussed in this HARMONISATION CANVAS will 1131 
become part of the future TRUST FRAMEWORK and will be analysed across five disciplines: 1132 
Business, Legal, Operational, Functional and Technical (BLOFT). 1133 
 1134 
Note: More detail on the contents of this chapter will be included when more topics 1135 
have been discussed, to enable uniformity on the manifestation in Trust Framework 1136 
across different topics. 1137 
 1138 

10.1 Terms and conditions 1139 
The topic TERMS AND CONDITIONS will be discussed in all BLOFT dimensions (Business, 1140 
Legal, Operational, Functional and Technical) as it is connected to multiple different 1141 
topics (e.g. IAA, metadata, business model). The general outline of the topic will be 1142 
discussed in the Functional part of the BLOFT dimensions of the future CROSS-DOMAIN 1143 
TRUST FRAMEWORK, as how organisations have to deal with and handle conditions is a 1144 
functional aspect. 1145 
 1146 
Steps to take in the next phase to come to agreements for the future CROSS-DOMAIN 1147 
TRUST FRAMEWORK are/can be: 1148 

• Make implicit TERMS AND CONDITIONS more explicit. 1149 
• Finalise TERMS AND CONDITIONS clusters. 1150 
• Create levels for TERMS AND CONDITIONS clusters. 1151 
• Decide on metadata language for TERMS AND CONDITIONS. 1152 

 1153 

10.2 Identification, Authentication and Authorisation 1154 
The general outline of the topic will be discussed in mainly the Functional and Technical 1155 
part of the BLOFT dimensions of the TRUST FRAMEWORK, as these are the most important 1156 
topics regarding how organisations have to deal with and handle IDENTIFICATION, 1157 
AUTHENTICATION and AUTHORISATION. 1158 
 1159 
Steps to take in the next phase for the TRUST FRAMEWORK in working towards agreements 1160 
are/can be: 1161 

• Include explicit definitions for identifier prefixes. 1162 
• Define standard LoAs based on eIDAS. 1163 
• Further investigate and define usage of Qualified Trust Services. 1164 
• Define interoperable UX standards. 1165 
• Define requirements needed to facilitate the distribution of AUTHORISATION 1166 

roles across DOMAINS. 1167 
• investigate and define a method of validating Pre-configured DELEGATION. 1168 
• Discuss and define the redirects and user interface requirements needed for 1169 

interoperable human to machine AUTHENTICATION. 1170 


